We study numerical stability of different approaches to the discretization of a conformal decomposition of the Z4 formulation of general relativity. We demonstrate that in the linear, constant coefficient regime a novel discretization for tensors is formally numerically stable with a method of lines time-integrator. We then perform a full set of "apples with apples" tests on the non-linear system, and thus present numerical evidence that both the new and standard discretizations are, in some sense, numerically stable in the non-linear regime. The results of the Z4c numerical tests are compared with those of BSSNOK evolutions. We typically do not employ the Z4c constraint damping scheme and find that in the robust stability and gauge wave tests the Z4c evolutions result in lower constraint violation at the same resolution as the BSSNOK evolutions. In the gauge wave tests we find that the Z4c evolutions maintain the desired convergence factor over many more light-crossing times than the BSSNOK tests. The difference in the remaining tests is marginal.
There are currently two main formulations used in the numerical evolution of astrophysically interesting spacetimes by the methods of numerical relativity. The first was pioneered by Pretorius [1, 2] and later adopted by other numerical relativity groups, for example [3] [4] [5] . In this approach the generalized harmonic gauge formulation of general relativity, GHG [6, 7] , is employed with black hole excision. That is, inside the black hole horizon the numerical mesh contains a "cut-out" region. The generalized harmonic formulation has a number of desirable properties. The first is that it has a trivially wave-like principal part, which allows the construction of boundary conditions that lead to a well-posed initial boundary value problem that can be implemented numerically [3, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . That the wave-like nature of the formulation is inherited by the constraint subsystem means that these boundary conditions can conveniently be made constraint preserving, and that when numerical error causes violations of the constraints, this violation may propagate off of the numerical grid, hopefully to be harmlessly absorbed by the aforementioned boundary conditions. The evolution system also admits a constraint damping scheme [15] , which has proven important in numerical applications to avoid constraint violating blow-ups. The second main formulation is the combination of the BSS-NOK system, the moving puncture family of gauge conditions, and puncture black-hole initial data [16, 17] . Using this method coordinate singularities, or punctures, are explicitly advected across the numerical mesh. The puncture method has proven extremely robust in the evolution of even extreme initial data [18, 19] . But on the other hand, whilst well-posedness for the initial value problem of BSSNOK with suitable members of the puncture gauge family has been established [20] the complicated structure of the principal part has prevented the same development of boundary conditions for the system, although interesting progress has been made [21] .
This status begs the question: is it possible to write down a formulation with the strengths of both GHG and BSSNOK for numerical applications? In [22] a natural candidate, namely a conformal decomposition of the Z4 formulation [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , Z4c was identified, and indeed found to give favourable results over those of BSSNOK in the context of spherical symmetry. Like that of GHG, the constraint subsystem of the Z4 formulation has a trivial wave-like principal part. This structure is inherited by the constraint subsystem of the conformally decomposed system provided that the additional constraints introduced by the decomposition are explicitly imposed. This property allows the convenient construction of constraint preserving boundary conditions for the Z4c system [30] . The Z4c system furthermore inherits the constraint damping scheme of Z4, which was studied in detail in [31] . So far the numerical studies of Z4c have been restricted to spherical symmetry. Recently a variant of the conformal decomposition, CCZ4, was performed, and for the first time numerical evolutions in three dimensions were presented [32] . The difference between Z4c and CCZ4 is that in the conformal decomposition of Z4c non-principal constraint additions are discarded in such a way to make the resulting evolution system as close as possible to BSSNOK. On the other hand in CCZ4 no constraint terms are discarded. Therefore the two formulations share the same principal part, and thus the same basic PDE properties. Now that there is robust evidence in favor of the Z4c system in spherical symmetry we also turn our attention to three spatial dimensions. Since there is a wealth of experience concerning the robustness of the GHG and BSSNOK formulations in applications, significant evidence must be presented that an alternative formulation is competitive, and we therefore take a conservative approach, and focus here on the question of numerical stability.
In section II we present the equations of motion of the Z4c system and the gauge conditions that we employ in both our analytical and numerical studies. In section III we introduce a novel discretization of tensors and show that in the linear constant coefficient approximation Z4c, coupled to the puncture gauge, is numerically stable with this discretization and a method of lines time-integrator. In section IV we present a complete set of "apples with apples" tests for the Z4c formulation. In appendices A and B we discuss hyperbolicity of the conformal decomposition without imposition of the algebraic constraints, and symmetric hyperbolicity of the formulation with the puncture gauge. We conclude in section V.
II. THE Z4C FORMULATION
The Z4 formulation [23] , with constraint damping [15] replaces the Einstein field equations G ab = 8πT ab by
where
Rg ab is the Einstein tensor while R ab is the Ricci tensor, ∇ a is the covariant derivative operator compatible with g ab and Z a is an additional vector field of constraints. Under the standard 3 + 1 decomposition, against a timelike unit normal vector n a , defining Θ ≡ −n a Z a and Z i ≡⊥ a i Z a one finds the expressions given in [15] . If the spacetime is without boundary and does not admit a Killing vector, it can be shown that if the constraints are satisfied in one spacelike slice then they will all vanish all times [23] . We may therefore take a free-evolution approach to the problem. For PDEs and numerical analysis we work for in the expanded phase space, in which the constraints may be violated. In numerical applications the constraints are to be solved for initial data, and their compatibility with the evolution equations means that any violation should converge away with resolution. From the PDEs point of view, only the principal derivative additions can affect well-posedness of the initial value problem of the formulation as a PDE system. In order to make a conformal decomposition we therefore discard non-principal terms in such a way that the resulting equations of motion will have a form similar to those of the BSSNOK formulation when written in terms of conformal variables. Of course we keep the constraint damping terms. The Z4c formulation equations of motion [22, 30] are
for the metric and extrinsic curvature, and
for the constraints Θ and Z i , where here we definê
and use the shorthands
for the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints. Similar to the conformal transformation made in the BSSNOK formalism, we introduce conformal variables
Under this change of variables the evolution equations become
where we absorb the constraint addition into the Ricci tensor according to
In this study we consider only vacuum spacetimes, so S ij , S i and ρ ADM all vanish. Note that the conformal decomposition introduces two algebraic constraints
to the system. In our numerical experiments they are imposed explicitly after every time-step. If the constraint projection is not performed then one is performing freeevolution in the larger phase space in which the algebraic constraints are violated, meaning that the PDE properties of the system must be re-evaluated. We close the system with the puncture gauge condition, which consists of the Bona-Másso lapse [33] and the gamma-driver shift conditions [34] ,
When coupled to the puncture gauge the Z4c formulation forms a PDE system that is generically strongly hyperbolic. In our numerical applications we almost always take the "1+log" variant of the lapse condition µ L = 2/α and µ S = 1/α 2 , although some tests are performed with harmonic lapse µ L = 1. The shift damping term η is chosen according to the needs of the numerical test. We also sometimes employ the harmonic shift condition
III. NUMERICAL STABILITY
In this section we demonstrate that when coupled to the puncture gauge and linearized around the Minkowski spacetime, the Z4 formulation is numerically stable with a particular discretization. The calculations build on studies of numerical stability for first order in time, second order in space systems [35] [36] [37] , and essentially rely on the theory of [38, 39] .
A. A novel discretization of second order systems of tensors
Motivation: For linear, constant coefficient first order strongly hyperbolic systems, strong hyperbolicity is enough to guarantee numerical stability under a method of lines approach, which is no longer the case for first order in time, second order in space systems. If in addition to being strongly hyperbolic, the PDE system is symmetric hyperbolic, then a discrete energy method can be used to guarantee numerical stability. There are many second order PDE systems of interest that are only strongly hyperbolic, for which other methods must be used in analysis. Unfortunately when using the standard discretization in space for strongly hyperbolic second order systems it is often not even possible to analyze whether or not the resulting semi-discrete system is stable with computer algebra. The reason for this is that there is not a straightforward relationship between the principal symbol of the semi-discrete system and that of the continuum; various sectors of the principal symbol that are decoupled at the continuum become entangled in the semi-discrete system. Here we present a novel discretization for systems of tensors for which semi-discrete stability analysis can at least be tackled. Intuitively this is made possible because after Fourier-transform the novel discretization has only one wave-vector, whereas the standard discretization has two. The novel discretization does not guarantee numerical stability whenever the continuum system is strongly hyperbolic. Therefore the situation is still not entirely satisfactory.
The standard discretization: For a grid-function f , where here and in the following we suppress indices labeling the position on the grid, the standard second order discretization accurate for second order in space systems is
where we use the standard notation for centered and onesided finite difference operators. The standard fourth order accurate discretization for second order in space systems is
where here we drop the summation convention. This approach to discretization can of course be naturally extended to higher order accuracy.
A novel approach to the discretization of tensors: We are concerned with numerical approximations to the spatial derivatives of scalars, vectors and symmetric twotensors, and assume that we have a metricη ij in space. Suppose that we are given the finite difference approximations D
(1) i and D (2) ij to the first and second derivatives, respectively. For the first derivative we must therefore always use D (1) i . For the second derivatives we distinguish as follows. The Laplace operator is approximated by
Second gradients of scalars are approximated by
For vectors we distinguish gradient-divergence terms by using repeated application of the first derivative,
Likewise for symmetric two-tensors we approximate divergence-divergence terms by repeated application of the first derivative approximation, although such terms do not appear in our applications. In [35] numerical stability of a parametrized generalization of the KWB formulation [40] of electromagnetism was discussed. It was found that with the standard discretization there are choices of the formulation parameter that render the system numerically unstable, despite the initial value problem being well-posed at the continuum. It is straightforward to show that with the novel discretization, using the standard second order discretization for the raw approximation, the semi-discrete system is numerically stable for all choices of the parameters that render the initial value problem well-posed.
B. Application to the Z4 formulation
The linearized system: In this section we present the Z4c field equations linearized around the line element
where we denote the constant background spatial metric byη ij . The background shift, extrinsic curvature and Z4 constraints are taken to vanish. We denote the perturbations by α, β i , γ ij , Θ, Z i , K ij . The linearized equations of motion are
where here we have definedμ S = (η) 1 3 µ S , and used the Nagy-Ortiz-Reula (NOR) [41] variable
The linearized Hamiltonian and momentum constraints are
The semi-discrete system: We now discretize the system in space but leave time continuous. Using the novel discretization described in section III A we write the system as
where we suppress indices labeling the grid, which we take to be
N the spatial resolution, and restrict our attention to 2π-periodic solutions. Note that in contrast to the continuum system the constraint subsystem does not close for the semi-discrete system. It is not obvious how to achieve closure of the constraint subsystem at the semi-discrete level without using a "(D 0 )
2 " type discretization. Unfortunately, as discussed in [35] the D 0 norm is not strong enough for analytic considerations, and therefore do not consider it further here.
Psuedo-discrete reduction to first order: Performing a discrete fourier transform in space, defining
and ξ i = −π + 2π/N, −π + 4π/N, . . . , +π, for i = 1, 2, 3, and then introducing the reduction variables
results in a large set of ODEs which can be written as
for the metric components,
for the reduction variables, and finally
for the remaining quantities. Here we have defined
and use an indexŝ to denote contraction with the unit wave-vectorŝ i . Whilst estimating the growth of the solutions we may discard the non-principal terms because for the standard second and fourth order accurate discretizations the non-principal additions are bounded (Theorem 5.1.2 [39] ). Note that for both the standard second and fourth order accurate discretizations we have the properties,
for some positive constants a, b, which we will use in the following. Upto non-principal terms the evolution of the metric componentsα,β i ,γ ij is trivial, so they may be discarded in the following discussion. Defining the unit wave-vectorŝ i , and using it withη ij as a metric in Fourier-space to perform a 2 + 1 decomposition reveals that, under the novel discretization the principal symbol of the pseudo-discrete reduction decouples into a scalar
and tensor (ι TF AB ,K TF AB ) sector, just like in the continuum PDEs analysis.
Characteristic variables: Each of the three sectors generically admits a complete set of characteristic variables. In the scalar sector they are
which are associated with the lapse gauge condition, propagating with speed ± √ µ L iΩ, and appear almost identically at the continuum level. For brevity we use the shorthandsK =Kŝŝ +K− 2Θ andΛ =ιŝŝ +ι. Next we find
propagating with speeds ±iΩ, which corresponds to light speed in the continuum system. At the continuum four characteristic variables in the scalar sector propagate at light speed. In the semi-discrete system with our discrectization the third and fourth of these characteristics
become coupled to the characteristic variables of the shift. They propagate with speeds ±v − , where we define v ± by
Under the substitution Ω → s the continuum result (in fourier space) is recovered. The last of the characteristic variables in the scalar sector are naturally associated with the gamma driver condition. They are given by the same expression as (62) under the replacement v − → v + , and have speeds ±v + . Special cases in the choice of the gauge parameters that prevent the existence of a complete set of characteristic variables in the scalar sector are discussed below. Thankfully in the vector sector we have the straightforward
with speeds ±iΩ and ± √μ S iΩ. Finally in the discretization of the gravitational wave degrees of freedom we have the trivial,
with speeds ±iΩ, and where TF denotes that the trace is removed with respect to the projected background metric. Special cases: Assuming that µ L > 1, there are two special cases in the choice of the gauge parameters µ L ,μ S under which the scalar sector does not admit the complete set of characteristic variables (60-62) given above. They are
which correspond to 4μ S = 3α 2 and 3µ L = 4μ S at the continuum in curved space. These special cases are more subtle in the semi-discrete system because instability depends on both the background metric and the specific order of the discretization. Therefore we restrict our discussion here toη ij = δ ij , the gauge parameter µ L = 2. Then for eitherμ S = 3 4 orμ S = 3 2 , in the limit of high resolution, h → 0 the characteristic variables become degenerate in a neighborhood of the grid mode ξ i = 0. This situation is the same as that of the ADM formulation discussed in [35] . Any other mode satisfying (67-68) will be unstable. There are no such modes for µ S < 3 4 or 3 4 < µ S < 3 2 because for the standard second and fourth order discretizations a = 1 in (59) above with the Minkowski background. In the limit of high resolution one also expects to find unstable modes in the region 3 2 < µ S < 2, although for particular choices of µ S they may also appear at low resolutions. The general case is sketched in Fig. 1 .
Numerical Stability: Notice that at the lowest and highest grid-frequencies the principal symbol takes a different form, because either Ω + or s i vanish. As discussed in [35] this poses no difficulty in the constant coefficient (67) and the right (red) (68). The dashed vertical lines depict the choices ofμS that render the system weakly hyperbolic at the continuum level. For those choices no stable discretization is possible. In practice for the weakly hyperbolic choices ofμS the characteristic variables become singular at high resolution, preventing the construction of a symmetrizer independent of h. In principle one expects to be able to find a stable discretization for all other values ofμS, but our novel discretization does not fulfil that requirement. The unstable modes should be truncated in the y-axis at some finite a 1 determined by the discretization and background metric, and so large values of unstable s/Ω are not to be considered troublesome. On the other hand behavior of the red line in the region 3µL/4 <μS < µL is undesirable, because we always expect to find modes in that region on the numerical grid. Note that for our standard choice, µS = 1, the blue line diverges, provided thatη ≃ 1, implying that our standard choice is stable, at least in that approximation. There are never unstable modes when µL <μS.
case, provided that the principal symbol remains diagonalizable for those frequencies, as the full solution may be written as a direct sum over the modes. The principal symbol vanishes at the lowest frequency and so is trivially diagonalizable. At the highest frequency, by construction, the principal symbol can be written as that of a system of decoupled wave equations, and so is also trivially diagonalizable. The argument given in [35] guarantees that standard method of lines time-integrators will not violate the reduction constraints. The existence of a complete set of characteristic variables for the system for every grid frequency guarantees the existence of a symmetrizerĤ(s i ), which in turn guarantees numerical stability, namely that the estimate
holds for sufficiently small h, where α, K are constants, independent of h, that are not to be confused with the lapse and extrinsic curvature, provided that the Courant factor λ, the ratio of the time-step and the spatial resolution, is chosen sufficiently small. The Courant condition is λ ≤ α 0 /(2 √ 3µ L ), in the flat-space, second order accurate case with µ S = 1 and α 0 the stability radius of the time integrator. The norm || · || h,D+ is given by
Discussion: The inclusion of a constant background shift is straightforward since it affects the characteristic speeds in a trivial way, and has no affect on the characteristic variables. Different choices of discretization of the shift advection derivatives were studied in detail in [36] . Setting the background lapse to unity was done only for convenience and does not affect the results qualitatively. In the linear constant coefficient regime the conformal variables can be expressed as a linear combination of the NOR variables that we have used in our calculations. The transformation to conformal variables is not however just a change of variables, because the transformation introduces the algebraic constraints D and T . In the linear constant coefficient case, as discussed in [37] , if an explicit polynomial time-integrator is used then linearity of the system guarantees that the algebraic constraints will not be violated if they are initially satisfied. The time-integrator can furthermore be modified by a constraint projection step, so that even if the initial data does include violate the algebraic constraints then numerical stability of the algorithm is trivially recovered. In the variable coefficient and non-linear cases, the constraint projection step is essential because error will otherwise violate the algebraic constraints, and as shown in Appendix A, when the algebraic constraints are violated the Z4c formulation is generically only weakly hyperbolic. It would be desirable to extend the results presented in this section to the variable coefficient case, rather than linearizing and freezing coefficients. The most powerful method for doing so would be to use a summation by parts finite-differencing scheme to conserve a semidiscrete energy. Unfortunately such an approach does not work because, as shown in Appendix B, even at the continuum level no such energy exists.
IV. THE APPLES WITH APPLES TESTS A. Numerical setup
For our numerical tests, we use the AMSS-NCKU code [42] [43] [44] . The code employs MPI parallelization for moving box mesh refinement and method of lines time integration. In physics applications the code uses the moving puncture gauge with BSSNOK to evolve black hole spacetimes. Here it is used in a much simpler context: each of the Apples with Apples tests employs just a single mesh, and peridodic boundary conditions in space, which avoids implementing complicated conditions in 3D. Following [45, 46] we set simulation domain x ∈ [−0.5, 0.5]. In contrast to the normal AMSS-NCKU setup, we use an unstaggered, or vertex centered, grid x n = −0.5 + ndx, n = 0...50ρ. We take dx = dy = dz = 1/(50ρ), ρ = 1, 2, 4, and so on. In the y and z directions, following [46] 
For the remaining spatial derivatives we employ either the standard spatial discretization (25) , or the novel scheme described in section III A. In [47] it was shown, albeit for gauge conditions other than those that we employ here, that without artificial dissipation the BSSNOK formulation is not numerically stable. Since we are comparing the Z4c formulation with BSSNOK, we therefore always use Kreiss-Oliger numerical dissipation [39]
with dissipation parameter σ = 0.02. In the original Apples with Apples tests, gauge conditions were prescribed. Unfortunately some of those prescriptions result in an illposed initial value problem when coupled to either the BSSNOK or Z4c formulations. Furthermore we prefer to study error properties of the exact system that we will later use to perform astrophysical simulations. We therefore use only the puncture gauge (22-23) with µ L = 2/α, µ S = 1/α 2 and η = 2 unless stated otherwise. We are mainly concerned with the effect of each formulation on the accuracy of the numerical calculation at finite resolution and the effect of the novel discretization scheme versus the standard discretization for the Z4c system. In our tests we frequently use the constraint monitor
to assses the quality of the numerical solution. Here H is the Hamiltonian constraint violation, M i is the momentum constraint violation and G i is the Gamma constraint violation. Since 2Z i corresponds to the Gamma constraint in BSSNOK formalism, we use 4γ ij Z i Z j to mimic the Gamma constraint violation part. , where the standard discretization scheme is used. Numerical experiments reveal that the drop in the constraint monitor in the Z4c tests is caused neither by artificial dissipation nor the η parameter. The right subplot compares the standard discretization scheme and the novel discretization scheme for Z4c formalism.
B. Robust stability test
First we perform the robust stability test. Besides the gauge choice we follow the original presciption. Initially all variables including lapse and shift are set to the Minkowski value perturbed by a random number ǫ ∈ (−10 −10 /ρ 2 , 10 −10 /ρ 2 ). We set the Courant factor to λ = 0.5. In Fig. 2 , the constraint violation monitor respect to time is plotted for evolutions with η = 2. In the left subplot we compare Z4c formalism with BSSNOK formalism using in each case the standard discretization scheme. Although neither BSSNOK nor Z4c suffer from rapid undesirable growth of the solution, the constraint violations are slowly increasing for BSSNOK formalism while they are decreasing for the Z4c test. By the end of the evolution, the constraint violation in the Z4c tests are several orders of magnitude lower than those of the BSSNOK test. We do not have an explanation for this behavior. The usual argument is that the propagating constraint subsystem of the Z4c formulation should prevent constraint violation from growing on the grid, but in this test the constraint violation can not be absorbed by the boundary conditions. To investigate the cause of the decay of the constraints we have performed tests without artificial dissipation. There we find that the constraint violation levels off around an order of magnitude above the value obtained with artificial dissipation. We also tried evolutions with η = 0, and find that the constraint monitor is larger than with η = 2, but that the qualitative behavior is unaltered. Experimenting with the constraint damping scheme with κ 1 = 0.02, κ 2 = 0, we find a minor improvement in the constraint monitor, in line with our expectation from the results of [31] . In the right subplot, we compare the standard discretization scheme and the novel scheme, for which we have a proof of numerical stability in the constant coefficient approx- imation, each with the Z4c formalism. Here however we would like to reiterate the important point made in [35] , namely that formal numerical stability neither implies, nor is implied by robust stability. The robust stability test, in the form studied here, should be viewed only as a gauge of the errors present in the numerical evolution at a finite resolution. In appendix A we present more demanding convergence tests.
C. Linear wave test
The second test is the evolution of a linearized gravitational wave on the Minkowski background. We set initial data as
and the remaining variables to zero. Here we choose
and d = 1, A = 10 −8 . The Courant factor is chosen λ = 0.5. Such a small perturbation of the metric ensures that the numerical evolution remains essentially in the linear regime. Here the initial data are constraint violating, and the puncture gauge condition is not necessarily compatible with simple advection of the wave profile. In practice however it appears that to a good approximation the solution is a simple travelling wave; in Fig. 3 we compare the final γ yy numerical profile, obtained with Z4c, to the analytic solution of the linearized Einstein equations with unit lapse and zero shift. There it appears that at least the phase of the numerical solution is converging with resolution to the analytic solution. A more meaningful evaluation of the errors in the system is obtained by performing self-convergence tests on the data, for which we use the D + norm (70) evaluated on the conformal variables of the Z4c and BSSNOK formulations. There we find perfect second order convergence in the norms for both BSSNOK and Z4c (Fig. 4 , BSS-NOK gives the same behavior as Z4c, not shown), and estimate that after 1000 light crossing times, the error is approximately 2×10 −9 for resolution ρ = 4 and 8 (Fig. 4) . Since the initial data for these evolutions is constraint violating we do not present the constraint monitor for this test, although we find that here it stays around 1 × 10
with either formulation. The novel discretization for Z4c gives almost identical results to those of the standard discretization. We tested the effect of constraint damping terms and different values of η in the gamma driver shift. Neither has an effect on the result of these tests. Concerning coordinate gauge conditions, for comparison, we have performed additional evolutions with harmonic lapse, µ L = 1 in (22) with harmonic shift (24) . We find both choices give very similar same convergence behavior and errors.
In addition to above sine wave test, we also adopted the Gaussian shaped linear wave test suggested in [48] . Instead of Eq.(75), the b takes
with A = 10 −8 . In order to get periodic profile initially we set w = 0.5 which makes b roughly 0 at x = ±0.5. Since the effective wavelength for this gaussian wave is 1 which is one tenth of the wave length of above sine wave, we need larger resolution to get reasonably convergent result. Reducing numerical dispersion requires more resolution still. In all we find resolutions ρ = 16, 32 and 64 can produce good convergent result (Fig. 5) . The error for ρ = 64 and 32 is comparable to the ρ = 8 and 4 of sine wave case, which is roughly 2 × 10 −9 . As to the two dimensional sine wave test
and other variables zero, the result is similar to the one dimensional test. But because the effective wave length for two dimensional sine wave is 1/ √ 2, a little higher resolution (ρ = 2, 4, 8) is needed to get comparable convergence behavior as in the one dimensional case (Fig. 6) . As in the earlier robust stability tests the constraint damping scheme with κ 1 = 0.02, κ 2 = 0 reduces the constraint violation very little. 
D. Gauge wave, and shifted gauge wave tests
The third and fourth tests are the unshifted gauge wave and shifted gauge wave tests. For the gauge wave test we take
as initial data. For the shifted gauge wave we use
and in either case set the the remaining variables to zero. We again choose (75), but now with d = 1. Both A = 0.01 and A = 0.1 are tested. We set the Courant factor λ = 0.5 in the unshifted case and λ = 0.25 in the evolution with non-trivial initial shift. Otherwise the grid setup is the same as in the robust stability test. It is well-known that with Harmonic lapse, µ L = 1, and vanishing shift the BSSNOK formulation suffers from large undesirable growth of the errors in both of these tests [46] . We recover that behavior for BSSNOK, and find that with the Z4c system the blow-up is delayed. For a direct comparison with the gauge wave results of [32] we performed this test with Harmonic lapse, vanishing shift and constraint damping and κ 1 = 1, κ 2 = 0. There, in agreement with [32] we find that the errors do not result in a code crash, although at this resolution the experimental convergence factor is very poor. In contrast to the Harmonic lapse gauge condition, the puncture gauge is able to evolve the gauge wave for 1000 light crossing times with no sign of blow-up without constraint damping. Since both A = 0.01 and A = 0.1 give roughly the same result, in Fig. 7 we plot the convergence factor and the D + norm of the error only for A = 0.01. As the first test of nonlinear effects in "apples with apples" test 
). right subplot: D+ norm of uρ=2 − uρ=1 and uρ=4 − uρ=2.
suite, Z4c gives better convergence behavior than BSS-NOK. As shown in the left subplot of Fig. 7 , Z4c can approximately maintains a convergence factor around two while BSSNOK drops to negative values. Moreover, Z4c gives more than one order smaller error as shown in the right subplot of Fig. 7 . In terms of constraint violation we find that without Z4c constraint damping the constraint monitor is comparable for the two formulations throughout the evolutions. On the other hand we find that with κ 1 = 0.02, κ 2 = 0.0, the Z4c constraint violation is an order of magnitude smaller than that of BSSNOK at the end of the evolution. The experimental convergence factor is unaffected by the use of the constraint damping scheme in this test. Furthermore we find that with the puncture gauge condition the coordinates are rapidly driven to match inertial coordinates of Minkowski space. In others words, the amplitude of the gauge wave decreases, as shown in Fig. 8 , so in some sense, the puncture gauge condition possesses a symmetry seeking property. As shown in this figure, we find that other gauge conditions do not have this property and the nonzero value of η is also essential for the successful evolution. Note that this gauge condition is similar to that used in binary black hole simulations. The novel discretization gives near identical results to the standard discretization. Tests with the harmonic gauge result in both larger absolute error and larger constraint violations.
As for the two dimensional linear wave test, we use
with d = 1, A = 0.01, 0.1 for initial data for the two dimensional gauge wave test, which corresponds to the wave propagating along the diagonal direction of x − y plane. The results are similar to the one dimensional tests.
As for the shifted gauge wave test, original "apples with apples" test suggested A = 0.5. We find such a large amplitude results in code crashes for both formalisms with any coordinate gauge. Our findings are similar to those found with a pseudo-spectral method as used in the SpEC code [48] . The unshifted gauge wave tests also fail with amplitude A = 0.5. Restricting to A = 0.1, 0.01, we find the resulting error and the convergence behavior is very similar to unshifted case. As an example we compare the two results with A = 0.01 in Fig. 9 .
E. Gowdy wave test
The final tests are the expanding and collapsing Gowdy waves. Following the suggestion of [45, 46] , we choose for initial data
where '+' sign is for the expanding Gowdy wave test and '-' sign is for the collapsing Gowdy wave test, and other Here γyy − 1 is plotted at times 0, 2, 6 and 14 respectively, for a test performed with the Z4c formalism and the standard discretization scheme. With puncture gauge and η = 2 the gauge wave is rapidly suppressed by the gauge condition and at later times γyy − 1 tends to zero. With η = 0 the code crashes soon after t = 7.2. While with other gauge conditions we can not see this symmetry seeking property.
variables zero. Here P = J 0 (2πt) cos(2πx) and
where J n are Bessel functions. Initially we set t = 9.8753205829098 following [45, 46] exactly. The Courant factor is set as C = 0.05. Here the use of the puncture gauge is troublesome because it does not reproduce the preferred analytical gauge in the evolution. Unfortunately simply choosing the lapse and shift apriori results in an ill-posed initial value problem, highlighting the fact that in numerical relativity there are still open questions related to the choice of gauge conditions. Obviously conditions must be chosen that render the initial value problem well-posed, but on the other hand such conditions may not correspond to those best-suited to study a problem analytically.
The test results of expanding Gowdy wave are plotted in Fig. 10 . Although this test is very tough [46] , upto 1000, neither the BSSNOK formalism nor the Z4c formalism suffer from large growth of the errors. Our results demonstrate the robustness of puncture gauge condition. In the left subplot, we show the behavior of relative error for two different resolutions where ρ = 2 and ρ = 4 are used. From this result we can see the increasing behavior of the error roughly follows power function of t instead of the exponentially increasing result obtained by the spectral code in [48] . In the right subplot we show the constraint monitor with respect to time. In Fig. 11 we compare the convergence behavior with respect to Hamiltonian constraint violation. We find that Z4c formalism achieves better convergence results than BSSNOK formalism at this resolution. Once again the novel finite difference scheme gives almost exactly the same result as the standard discretization. If the damping term with κ 1 = 0.02 and κ 2 = 0 is used, the constraint violation is significantly reduced, but, as shown in Fig. 10 , does not reduce the D + norm of the difference between two resolutions. Unfortunately in Fig.11 we see that the damping term does reduce the experimental convergence factor. For the collapsing Gowdy wave, in contrast to the proposal of original "apples with apples" tests, we do not transform the time coordinate to avoid singularity by hand. Instead we simply change the sign of initial extrinsic curvature K ij in Eq.(81) and evolve with the puncture gauge. Until 1000 light crossing times, when we stop the test, the code does not crash. As the solution approaches the singularity, the puncture gauge makes the evolution effectively stop by the collapse of the lapse. Both BSS-NOK and Z4c formalism gives almost identical results. In Fig. 12 we show several snapshots for the lapse and shift vector, and the singularity avoiding property of puncture gauge condition can be clearly seen. Since BSS-NOK and Z4c formalisms give the similar result, only BSSNOK results are shown. For the collapsing Gowdy test we find that the effect of the constraint damping scheme, with κ 1 = 0.02, κ 2 = 0, is negligible.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In order to demonstrate that a conformal decomposition of the Z4 formulation of general relativity may be a useful tool for numerical relativity simulations in three spatial dimensions, we have studied numerical stability of the system coupled to the moving puncture gauge condition. First, we proved that in combination with a novel discretization scheme, and periodic boundary conditions in space, the Z4c system is numerically stable when linearized around a constant background metric. We would like to extend our results to the variable coefficient case, but since Z4 coupled to the puncture gauge appears to be only strongly, but not symmetric hyperbolic, see appendix B, there are few methods to hand. We then performed a complete set of the "apples with apples" tests, which we modified slightly to take into account the status of the initial value problem from the PDEs point of view, and discussed for each the relative behavior of Z4c in comparison with BSSNOK. We summarize the results of the tests as follows:
Robust stability: In the robust stability tests we found that the Z4c evolutions result in a smaller constraint violation, a feature that was insensitive to the choice of gauge.
Linear waves: In the linear wave test we found only marginal differences between the two formulations, regardless of gauge conditions. It is perhaps expected that in this test the differences will be small, because the propagation of gravitational waves is of course a feature shared by both systems.
Gauge waves: For the gauge waves test we found, using the puncture gauge, that the Z4c evolutions exhibit an experimentally computed self-convergence factor closer to the expected second order than the BSSNOK data over many light crossing times. In this context we found that the puncture gauge has a strong symmetry seeking effect and rapidly pushes the lapse to a constant, and the shift to zero.
Gowdy waves: To evolve expanding and collapsing Gowdy spacetimes we again employed the puncture gauge. Here we find that although neither Z4c or BSS-NOK results in code crashes, long-term convergence is very difficult to achieve. Another problematic feature here is that although the puncture gauge results in a well-posed initial value problems for each of the formulations, it does not track the preferred coordinates on the spacetime under consideration.
In appendix A we also studied the effect of the algebraic constraint projection on numerical convergence. When the algebraic constraints are violated, the Z4c formulation is only weakly hyperbolic, which is reflected in numerical approximation as a failure to converge to the continuum solution, even for trivial initial data such as noise on top of the Minkowski spacetime.
The evidence for the usefulness of a conformal decomposition of the Z4 formulation in astrophysical applications is mounting. In spherical symmetry, the system was shown to have favourable properties over BSSNOK [22] , especially in the evolution of spacetimes containing matter. The trivial wave-like nature of the constraint subsystem was then used to construct high-order constraint preserving boundary conditions [30] , which were studied in numerical applications in spherical symmetry. The constraint damping scheme for the formulation was studied in detail in [31] . There, once again in spherical symmetry, the efficacy of the constraint damping scheme was studied in numerical applications and it was found that the constraint damping scheme is a useful tool for the suppression of violations in vacuum spacetimes, but that when matter is present more work is required to paint a clear picture. For the first time, numerical evolutions of binary black-hole spacetimes with a conformal decompo- ). Here H(ρ) means the Hamiltonian constraint violation for resolution ρ.
sition of Z4, CCZ4, were presented in [32] . Here we have focused on formal numerical stability, and compared numerical results obtained with BSSNOK and Z4c in a simple context. Overall we find some benefit to the use of Z4c, although in some sense the tests we have performed here, namely the evolution of vacuum spacetimes with periodic boundary conditions, are not optimally suited to the advantages found in spherical symmetry. In our view two points remain to be addressed before one can consider a whole-sale replacement of BSSNOK in applications. First, it is desirable to obtain boundary conditions that are constraint preserving, minimise the incoming gravitational wave content, lead to a well-posed initial boundary value problem and can be implemented in a 3D production code. Second, conclusive evidence of the benefits of Z4c over BSSNOK is needed in applications. We hope to address both of these issues shortly. x . α approaches 0 to freeze the evolution. β x increases at very early time to adapt the evolution and decrease to 0 also soon later. They together make the evolution freeze near the universe singularity.
in the scalar sector,
in the vector sector and
in the tensor sector. Here the analysis is essentially for the linearized system, and we use the background metric γ ij to raise and lower indices. We also use the convention that the spatial vector s i is normalized to one against the background physical metric rather than using the conformal metric. The principal symbol of each sector can be trivially read off from these equations. In geometric units the tensor sector has speeds ±1, and a complete set of characteristic variables. Likewise the vector sector has speeds ±(1, √μ S ), withμ S = µ S /χ and a complete set of characteristic variables. The scalar sector has speeds 0, ±(1, √ µ L , 4μ S /3), but does not have a full set of characteristic variables; the formulation is thus only weakly hyperbolic, and so does not have a wellposed initial value problem. It may be possible to modify the equations of motion by adding (possibly derivatives) of the algebraic constraints D and T to the equations of motion to achieve strong, or even symmetric hyperbolicity. But in any case it is not true that when the algebraic constraints are violated the PDE properties of the system are unaltered.
Numerical convergence without constraint projection
In the previous subsection we saw that when the algebraic constraints are not enforced, the Z4c formulation is only weakly hyperbolic. The open question is how illposedness of the initial value problem will be reflected in numerical approximation. To answer the question we follow [47] and perform convergence tests, using the D + norm, as defined by (70), using initial data inspired by the robust stability test. Specifically we set the initial perturbation to ǫ ∈ (−10 −3 /ρ p , 10 −3 /ρ p ). For the metric components we set p = 3, and use p = 2 for the remain- ing variables. This choice is needed to guarantee second order consistency of the initial data in the D + norm, which is of course necessary for convergence in that norm. We employ the same numerical grid used in the robust stability tests, but instead of evolving for of 1000 light crossing times, we consider the interval t ∈ [0, 0.8]. We set the Courant factor to λ = 0.5, and use artificial dissipation (72) as usual with σ = 0.02. We consider higher resolutions than those used in the robust stabiliy test, and compute additionally data with ρ = 16, . . . , 1024, in factors of two. Before calculating the the D + norm, we restrict the solution to the ρ = 1 grid. The convergence factor with respect to resolutions ρ and 2ρ is C ≡ log 2 ||u ρ − u exact || D+ ||u 2ρ − u exact || D+ .
The convergence factors obtained with the puncture gauge condition (22) (23) and the novel discretization are shown in Fig. 13 . Very similar results are obtained with the standard discretiazation and we interpret the close agreement of the two tests as numerical evidence that the standard discretization is formally numerically stable, with constraint projection, despite our inablility to prove so. At the lowest three resolutions the constraint projection does not seem to have any effect on the result, but at higher resolutions the conclusion is clear: without algebraic constraint projection the numerical solution does not converge to the continuum solution. Even with the constraint projection we do not seem to obtain perfect second order convergence, but since we are evolving random noise and the trend is clear, we conclude that with constraint projection the scheme is converging. Furthermore in our tests with smooth initial data we do obtain perfect second order convergence with the constraint projection. We obtain similar results with a Courant factor λ = 0.1, and with the harmonic slicing and zero shift. We also find similar results when discretizing at fourth order.
Appendix B: Symmetric Hyperbolicity of Z4 with the puncture gauge
Definitions: A quantity E conserved by the principal part of the second order system with state vector u,
is called a candidate energy. The Hermitian matrix H is called a candidate symmetrizer. A system that admits a positive definite candidate symmetrizer is called symmetric hyperbolic. This definition is equivalent to the existence of a first order reduction of the system that is symmetric hyperbolic according to the standard definition for first order systems. Z4c second order form: The principal part of the equations of motion of Z4c coupled to the puncture gauge can be written
where we write ∂ 0 = (∂ t − β i ∂ i )/α. We thus express the principal part of the system in the form
